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Editorial
We have initiated year 2009 with several publications that include very important issues
which are connected by one of the most important elements of social life and
management: Ethics. In a more concrete way the authors discussed topics related with
the impact of extreme events from the environment, the attitude of students toward the
teaching of corporate social responsibility in business graduate schools, the adaptation
to environmental threats, corporate social responsibility explained by neuroeconomics:
the daena model, participative democracy and its origins, space and levels of
participation. In addition, these ethical issues in this opportunity are complemented with
research studies about methods and strategies for law teaching and learning, coaching
as a tool of leadership for the development of teams of high performance in the area of
sales, probabilistic distributions of common use, impact of training in an electrical field
company and educational computer science in higher education.
It is a pleasure to outline that the research journal Daena: International Journal of Good
Conscience has started its fourth year of activities promoting research on issues related
to management, ethics, philosophy and education, consolidating itself at the
international level, establishing relationships with academic and research institutions
from a great diversity of countries.
The editorial committee thanks profoundly the collaboration of the researchers that have
published their assays and research reports in our pages making great contributions in
the generation of new knowledge and in the promotion of the academic debate.
We take this opportunity to make recognition to the support from The Zarathushtrian
Assembly of California, and particularly to Dr. Dariush Irani, because without his
valuable help our journal would not exist.
Wishing you radiant happiness,
Dr. José Luis Abreu Quintero & Dr. Mohammad Badii
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